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Vlasov-Maxwell kinetic simulations of radio-frequency-driven ion flows in magnetized plasmas
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The generation of a coherent ion flow due to the injection in a plasma of a purely electrostatic wave of finite
amplitude, propagating at right angle with the ambient uniform magnetic field, is investigated making use of a
kinetic code which solves the fully nonlinear Vlasov equations for electrons and ions, coupled with the
Maxwell equations, in one spatial and two velocity dimensions. A uniformly magnetized slab plasma is
considered. The wave frequency is assumed in the range of the fourth harmonic of the ion cyclotron frequency,
and the wave vector is chosen in order to model the propagation of an ion Bernstein wave. The computation of
the first-order moment of the ion distribution function shows that indeed a quasistationary transverse average
ion drift velocity is produced. The time evolution of the ion distribution function undergoes a ‘‘resonant’’
interaction of Cherenkov type, even if the plasma ions are magnetized (vci /vpi'0.5). During the wave-
plasma interaction, the electron distribution function remains Gaussian-like, while increasing its energy con-
tent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past years, it has been predicted by several theo
ical studies @1–4# that the ion Bernstein waves~IBWs!,
which are compressional electrostatic waves in hot mag
tized plasmas can be effectively used to generate she
poloidal flows in a tokamak plasma. The wave-plasma in
action would produce localized ‘‘transport barriers,’’ whic
reduce the energy leakage from the plasma core toward
periphery. The physical mechanism through which IBWs
fluence the energy transport in a plasma relies on the gen
tion of a poloidal ion flow with a radial gradient, around th
spatial region where high absorption is expected~the fourth
ion cyclotron harmonic in the tokamak FTU@5#!, thus short-
ening the correlation length of the turbulent fluctuations@6#.
Few experiments, where IBWs have been excited by exp
ing the conversion of an electron plasma wave at the lo
hybrid resonant layer, in a high temperature plasma, h
shown the effective occurrence of poloidal sheared flo
@7,8# and the enhanced confinement properties of the ta
plasma@5,9#.

According to the present understanding, the ion flow g
eration can be ascribed to the radio-frequency induced
netic pressure@2#, and to the direct momentum input from
the wave to the resonant absorbing ions. The present ana
is aimed to elucidate the intimate nature of the latter mec
nism, which can be better controlled from the outside due
the effective absorption of IBWs in a hot plasma and to
expected good radial localization.

The motion of a charged particle in the presence o
constant magnetic field and under the action of a perpend
1063-651X/2003/67~2!/026405~9!/$20.00 67 0264
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larly propagating purely electrostatic wave has been stud
in Refs.@10–16# for different purposes. In Refs.@10–13#, the
frequency of the pump was taken in the lower hybrid ran
in regimes where it is several times higher than the ion
clotron frequency (v0'30vci). There, independent of how
close the frequency was to a high-order ion cyclotron h
monic, a stochastic regime of interaction was observed. T
early analysis differs in what we are presenting in this pap
due to our interest in the ion response to a pump wave w
a much lower frequency, in particular, close to one of the fi
cyclotron harmonics~the fourth one in the specific case he
considered!.

The problem was tackled also in connection with the
called ‘‘Bernstein-Landau paradox’’@14,15#. In this context,
the following fully nonlinear investigation shows that, at fr
quencies of few cyclotron harmonics, the wave absorption
a purely normal electrostatic wave takes place via the Ch
enkov mechanism.

More recently, an analytical investigation based on
study of the single particle trajectories of the ions in t
presence of a strong uniform magnetic field, under the ac
of a monochromatic propagating electrostatic wave with f
quency of the order of the fourth ion cyclotron harmonic, h
been performed@16#. It has been shown that the transver
~both to the wave propagation and to the magnetic field
rections! ion average velocity is produced by the Loren
force in the form of a particle drift at the second order in t
wave amplitude. An essential ingredient is to correctly d
scribe the nonlinearity in the particle trajectory, due to t
propagating electric field, which is at the origin of the io
drift. These results are obtained in the frame of an expans
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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of the motion equation for small amplitude; this assumpt
can be quite limiting for IBWs which can develop stron
electric fields due to their low group velocity.

In the present paper, we investigate the interaction o
given, purely longitudinal, propagating wave with a magn
tized electron-ion plasma, by means of a kinetic Vlaso
Maxwell numerical code@17,18#. The aim of our study is to
elucidate the nature of the generation of an average tr
verse ion velocity due to the action of the externally driv
wave. The IBW is modeled by the pump wave which
characterized by a frequency in the range of the fourth h
monic of the ion cyclotron frequency, and by a waveleng
of the order of the Larmor radius of a thermal ion. The ele
trostatic pump wave is not treated self-consistently. Its a
plitude, frequency, and wave vector are external parame
which do not evolve during the integration. The se
consistently generated electrostatic field is found to be of
order of 20% of the pump amplitude. The hydrodynamic a
kinetic aspects of the wave-plasma interaction are discu
with reference to the regime of interaction in the IBW e
periment in FTU@5#. Due to the basic character of our stud
and since we are dealing with typical IBW-FTU paramete
we have chosen to explore the plasma response to se
pump frequencies, without varying other parameter valu
instead of following the exact linear dispersion relation.

Recently, kinetic Vlasov simulations have revealed the
selves as a unique tool to investigate the microscopic and
macroscopic aspects of the interaction of propagating
standing longitudinal waves in a multicomponent plas
@19–21#. In particular, several nonlinear processes such
wave breaking, particle trapping, anomalous heating, part
acceleration, and ponderomotive effects, which are relate
the finite amplitude of the pump field, are consistently d
scribed in a kinetic framework. In this paper, we apply su
a powerful method of investigation to the case of a mag
tized electron-ion plasma.

In Sec. II the physical model is presented. In Sec. III t
time evolution of the macroscopic physical quantities is d
cussed and the generation of an average transverse ion
is shown. Section IV is devoted to the description of t
electron and ion distribution functions. An extended disc
sion of the results is contained in Sec. V. Finally, in Sec.
the main physical achievements of the work and some p
lems still to be investigated are summarized.

II. THE KINETIC MODEL

The present analysis is based on the numerical integra
of Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations for a two
component plasma immersed in an externally applied u
form magnetic field (B05B0ez) under the action of a pump
longitudinal wave propagating perpendicularly to it~its wave
vector beingk5kex). The system of equations, written i
dimensionless variables, reads

] f a

]t
1vx

] f a

]x
2LaH @Ex~x,t !1Edr~x,t !

1Bzvy#
] f a

]vx
1@Ey2Bzvx#

] f a

]vy
J 50, ~1!
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]Ex

]x
5E E dvxdvyf i~x,vx ,vy ,t !

2E E dvxdvyf e~x,vx ,vy ,t !, ~2!

]Ey

]x
52

]Bz

]t
, ~3!

]Bz

]x
52

]Ey

]t
2E E dvxdvyvyf i~x,vx ,vy ,t !

1E E dvxdvyvyf e~x,vx ,vy ,t !. ~4!

Moreover, the~normalized! propagating electrostatic field
Edr(x,t)5a sin (v0t2k0x) is applied to the system through
out the interaction time. In the above equations, the follo
ing normalization rules have been adopted:vpit→t, v/c
→v, vpix/c→x, f ac2/n0a→ f a , eE(B)/micvpi→E(B). At
t50, the electron and ion distribution functions are Ma
wellian, i.e., f a(t50)5p21/2 exp (2v2/ba), where ba

5v ta
2 /c2. Since we are integrating both the electron and

ion Vlasov equations, very different time and spatial sca
are dealt with leading to a considerable computational tim
In order to maintain it within reasonable limits, a reduc
ion-to-electron mass ratio of 50 has been assumed thro
out the present investigation, which accounts for the val
of L i521 andLe550. Moreover,qa , ma , Ta , and v ta
5(2Ta /ma)1/2 are the electric charge, the mass, the te
perature, and the thermal velocity of thea species, respec
tively, c is the vacuum speed of light,e is the modulus of the
electron charge. Equations~1!–~4! have been numerically
integrated with periodic boundary conditions in the spa
interval xP@0,3l0#, where l052p/k051.831022 is the
normalized pump wavelength. Here,k0'349. At t50, both
electrons and ions are at the equilibrium and no electrom
netic field is present. The analysis has been performed for
pump frequency varying around the fourth ion cyclotron h
monic, i.e.,v0'4vci , and the pump wavelengthl0 of the
order of the ion Larmor radius, i.e.,k0rLi.1, whererLi
5v t i /vci . The reference parameter values~at t50) are
those characterizing the IBW-FTU experiment@22#: ne5ni
5531013 cm23, Te5Ti51 keV, B057.8 T, for the
plasma, and 2p/v054 f ci'433 MHz ~where f ci52p/vci

5eB0 /mic), N'51000 ~IBW refractive index!, Êdr
'1 kV/cm ~the peak electric field value of the excited IBW!,
for the wave. A suitable rescaling of the ion parameter val
is needed in order to treat the reduced value of the ion m

The chosen values correspond to quiver parameters

ṽe

v te

'3.431021,
ṽ i

v t i

'831023
Z

AA
,

for electrons and ions, respectively, whereṽa

5qaÊdr /mav0 is thequiver velocityof the particle of spe-
5-2
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ciesa in the oscillating electric field of peak amplitudeÊdr
and angular frequencyv0. Here, the charge stateZ and the
mass numberA of the ions have been introduced. On t
basis of such estimates, an almost linear ion dynamic
expected, while electrons could manifest a non linear
sponse to the applied field. As we shall see in the follow
sections, the picture is more complicated in that the kine
of the interaction will lead to a strongly nonlinear couplin
between the wave and the ions.

III. THE FLUID PLASMA RESPONSE

In the present section, the time evolution of the norm
ized fluid quantities associated with the electron-ion fluid
discussed. In particular, we shall speak in terms of thenum-
ber density

na~x,t !5E
2`

1`

dvxE
2`

1`

dvyf a~x,vx ,vy ,t !, ~5!

of the fluid velocity

Ua~x,t !5
1

na
E

2`

1`

dvxE
2`

1`

dvyvf a~x,vx ,vy ,t !, ~6!

and of thetemperature, or average internal energy

Ta~x,t !5
1

na
E

2`

1`

dvxE
2`

1`

dvy~v2Ua!2f a~x,vx ,vy ,t !,

~7!

of each speciesa.
The Vlasov code@23# has been run in the regimek0lDe

'2 (lDe is the electron Debye length!, for several wave
angular frequenciesv0 ~normalized overvpi) in the range
1.7–2.12, wherev054vci'1.93, and for several value
of the normalized peak field amplitude, froma51024 to
531023 ~corresponding to the electric field in the ran
5–200 kV/cm!. A hydrogen plasma (A5Z51) is considered
throughout the present paper.

FIG. 1. Uey ~solid line! and ved52Ex /Bz ~dotted line! are
shown versus time atx50.038, forv051.93, anda51023.
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When the pump wave is switched on, after few ion cyc
tron periods, a stationary state is established, in which
ions oscillate around an average negativeUiy while the elec-
tron oscillations do not manifest any specific transverse d
velocity. These behaviors are preserved even after perfo
ing a spatial average ofUay over the entirex range of inte-
gration. In Fig. 1, the electronUey fluid velocity ~solid line!
is displayed as a function of time atx50.038, for v
51.93, anda51023. Since on the typical electron tim
scales the applied field oscillates very slowly, we expect t
electrons will execute slow drift oscillations in they direc-
tion, superimposed to their fast Larmor rotation. Quali
tively, it is just what is observed in Fig. 1, where the norm
ized drift velocity ved52Ex /Bz is also plotted~dashed
lines! superimposed to the instantaneousy component of the
electron fluid velocityUey . Here, the drift velocity has bee
computed using the electric field which is solution of t
Poisson equation, Eq.~2!, and the magnetic field which is th
sum of that initially applied~the dominant one! plus the
small component which is generated during the interacti
The different amplitudes between the two curves can be
cribed mainly to the convective term in the fluid equation
motion, that is, to the nonlinearity of the electron dynami

The average nonzero ion drift velocity in they direction,
^Uiy&, is clearly visible in Fig. 2, where it is plotted~full
lines! for v051.93 ~a! and for v051.7 ~b! ~far from 4vci
and from any cyclotron subharmonics!. The spatial average

FIG. 2. ^Uiy& ~solid lines! and ^Uix& ~dotted lines! are plotted
versus time, forv051.93 ~a!, and forv051.7 ~b!.
5-3
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MARCHETTO, CALIFANO, AND LONTANO PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 026405 ~2003!
of Uiy leaves visible only the fluid oscillations atvci ~the
oscillations at the pump frequency are averaged out!, which
at the end of the integration reach a quasistationary s
where the center of the oscillation is shifted towards nega
values. On the same plot, thex component of the ion fluid
velocity is also shown~dotted lines!, which does not mani-
fest any appreciable drift.

The oscillations on the moments of first order of the i
distribution function are due to its nonequilibrium charac
acquired under the action of the pump wave. Moreover,
expect that the ion distribution function is asymmetrica
distorted in theUiy direction. We shall discuss the kinet
aspects of the interaction in the following section.

The spatial dependence of the ion fluid velocityUiy is
shown in Fig. 3 att560 for v051.93 ~a! and for v051.7
~b!. It is seen that in both the cases, the response of
plasma contains harmonics which are nonlinearly gener
during the interaction. On the other hand, no harmonic c
tent appears in thex component of the macroscopic ion v
locity as is seen in Fig. 4. In addition, plots of the ion plasm
density~which we do not display here! show regular oscilla-
tions atv5vci in time and atk5k0 in space, of peak am
plitude 65%.

In Fig. 5, the ion energy content, as defined by Eq.~7!, is
plotted versus time fora51023 and several pump frequen
cies: v051.93 ~full line!, and v051.9 ~dotted line!, v0
51.7 ~dashed line!. The ion temperature is averaged over t

FIG. 3. Uiy is shown for v051.93 ~a! and v051.7 ~b! at
t560.
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spatial integration range. It is seen that ions are slow
‘‘heated’’ during the interaction with the wave depending
the interaction conditions. Here, the ion temperature is n
malized overmic

2. Electrons are also heated due to the no
linear excitation of high frequency plasma modes. In orde
understand the basic mechanism leading to electron hea
let us consider the frequency spectrum of the longitudi

FIG. 4. Uix is shown for v051.93 ~a! and v051.7 ~b! at
t560.

FIG. 5. ^Ti& ~normalized overmic
2 and averaged over the

space! is plotted versus time fora51023 and several pump fre-
quencies:v051.93 ~full line!, v051.9 ~dotted line!, andv051.7
~dashed line!.
5-4
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electric field.uEvu versusv is plotted in Fig. 6, atx50, for
v051.93 anda51023. In the low frequency range, we hav
peaks at the pumpv0 and at its second harmonic 2v0. In the
high frequency interval, two main peaks atvce'vuh and at
2vce occur accompanied by sidebands which differ by6v0
and 62v0. It means that a broad spectrum of electric fie
fluctuations, at frequencies higher thanv0, acting on the
plasma, that is preferentially on the electrons, is produ
during the interaction. The high frequency oscillations ar
consequence of the different mobility of electrons and io
perpendicularly to the external magnetic field. Charge se
rations are induced by the low frequency pump field and
electrons respond on their characteristic time scales.

The transverse component of the ion fluid velocity, av
aged over the spatial range of integration,^Uiy&, has been
computed for different values of the angular frequenciesv0
of the pump wave in the range 1.7–2.12 and several va
of the normalized peak field amplitude in the rangea
P@1024;531023#. For most of the considered cases, t
ordered ion dynamics reaches a quasistationary state

FIG. 6. uEvu is plotted versusv at x50 for v051.93 and
a51023.

FIG. 7. ^Uiy& is plotted versusv0, for a51024 (*), 331024

(n), 1023 (L), 331023 (h), 531023 (3). The left-hand-side
vertical axis refers to the casesa51024,331024, and 1023.
The right-hand-side axis refers to the casesa5331023, and
531023. The vertical dotted line indicatesv054vci .
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100–120 times, in unit ofvpi
21 , although the electron ‘‘tem-

perature’’ may still increase. In Fig. 7̂Uiy& is plotted versus
the pump frequency, for several values of the wave am
tude: a51024 (*), 331024 (n), 1023 (L), 331023

(h), 531023 (3). The left-hand-side vertical axis refers t
the casesa51024, 331024, and 1023. The right-hand-
side axis refers to the casesa5331023 and 531023. We
observe that~i! the ion drift velocity is always present an
that it is definite negative;~ii ! no particular ion response
occurs around the frequencyv054vci ; ~iii ! the amplitude
of the ion drift increases monotonously with the pump a
plitude. Average ion velocities in the range 1–10 km/s ha
been found, which are comparable with those predicted
previous analyses@16#.

IV. THE EVOLUTION OF THE PARTICLE
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

In this section, we examine the time evolution of the d
tribution functions of the ions and of the electrons under
action of the pump wave described in Sec. II. We begin
considering the ion phase spaces (x,vx) and (x,vy). In Fig.
8, the contour lines of~a! f i(x,vx ,vy50) and of ~b!
f i(x,vx50,vy) are shown at t552, for v051.93 and

FIG. 8. The contour lines off i(x,vx ,vy0) ~a! and of f i(x,vx

50,vy) ~b! are shown att552 for v051.93 anda51023.
5-5
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a51023. These plots well represent what happens all alo
the wave-plasma interaction: that is,~i! in the vx direction ,
the ion distribution function flattens, more clearly atvx.0,
and ~ii ! in the vy direction, the ion distribution develops
kind of vortices in thevy,0 side.

In Fig. 9, the ion distribution function is plotted~a! versus
vx , at x50.026 and forvy50, and ~b! versusvy , at the
same spatial position and forvx50, for the same parameter
as in Fig. 8. The five curves refer to different times, name
t50 ~solid line!, 32 ~dotted line!, 64 ~dashed line!, 96 ~dot-
dashed line!, and 124~triple dot-dashed line!. By inspection
of Figs. 8 and 9, we can notice that the distribution funct
is distorted and develops a sort ofplateau in the ranges
uvxu,uvyu'0.003–0.008~up to 0.01 for positivevx); at later
times, it manifests even a population inversion for negat
vy’s. In general, we observe that the main effect of the int
action with the wave is localized within this ‘‘special’’ ve
locity interval. Notice that the phase velocity of the pum

FIG. 9. The ion distribution fucntionf i(x,vx ,vy) is plotted~a!
versusvx at x50.026 andvy50 and ~b! versusvy , at the same
spatial position andvx50, for the same parameters as in Fig.
The five curves refer to different times, namely,t50 ~solid line!, 32
~dotted line!, 64 ~dashed line!, 96 ~dot-dashed line!, 124 ~triple
dot-dashed line!. The vertical dotted lines indicate the resonant v
locity ranges where ion trapping is expected in an unmagnet
plasma, according to the discussion in Sec. V.
02640
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wave, v0 /k0'0.0055 lies well within this range. It is the
manifestation of thetransverse ion Landau dampingand of
the related ion trapping which accompany the interaction
tween the wave and the ion population. The features of
trapping process are those of unmagnetized charged part
and their occurrence in magnetized plasmas has been
cussed in Refs.@24,25#. Strictly speaking, for very high fre-
quencies, i.e.,v0@vci , the wave interaction can be treate
as the ions were unmagnetized over few wave cycles o
Over longer times, it is expected that the proper features
the magnetized ions would become dominant. However,
should stress that in our simulations, the transverse Che
kov resonance persists over times much longer than the
Larmor period. Indeed, in our case,v0 '4vci turns out to
be large enough to make the interaction of this type for
whole integration time, corresponding to about ten ion cyc
tron periods. It is worth noticing that the effect of the pre
ence of the magnetic field is to transfer the trapping proc
from the vx direction (k0 has thex component only! to the
vy-direction. The vertical dotted lines in Fig. 9 indicate th
resonant velocity ranges where ion trapping is expected in
unmagnetized plasma, according to the discussion in Se
For the sake of completeness, we wish to remind that fro
quasilinear point of view, sincekuu50 and no relativistic de-
pendence of the ion mass on the ion velocity is conside
the well known linear resonant condition readsv5nvci (n
being a positive integer!, and strictly speaking, no resona
velocity exists@26#.

The time evolution of the ion distribution function unde
the action of the pump wave is shown in Fig. 10, where
level lines off i(vx ,vy) are shown atx50.026, fort54 ~a!,
t58 ~b!, t512 ~c!, and t516 ~d!. As it is evident by the
sequence, the initially isotropic distribution is affected by t
wave, manifesting a modulation of the contours in the h
planevy,0. The ‘‘tips’’ on the contours appear as bumps
the ion distribution on the right-hand side of each pl
around the pointvx50.006–0.007,vy520.007. Then they
‘‘rotate’’ clockwise, disappearing when they reach the le
hand side of the plot; at the same time new tips appear

-
d

FIG. 10. The level lines off i(vx ,vy) are shown atx50.026 for
t54 ~a!, t58 ~b!, t512 ~c!, andt516 ~d!.
5-6
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positive vx values, rotating to the left, and disappearing
negativevx values. In other words, the pump wave coup
with resonant ions withvx'v0 /k0, flattening the distribu-
tion alongvx . Then the Larmor rotation of the ions bring
this perturbation in the half planevy,0. Going from
vy,0 to vy.0 the distribution function relaxes, resulting
the net effect of the wave-plasma interaction mainly loc
ized at negativevy values. These perturbations of the io
distribution function are at the origin of the transverse i
drift.

The electron distribution function behaves much mo
smoothly. As it is seen from Fig. 11, its shape rema
Gaussian-like even if it is broadened. As we mentioned
Sec. III, the electrons see the pump as an almost uniform
slowly oscillating electric field. In addition, electrons a
also acted upon by the discrete frequency spectrum local
around the electron cyclotron frequency~see Fig. 6!, which
is at the origin of the electron heating.

V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The kinetic analysis which has been presented in this
per shows that the nonlinear character of the interaction
finite amplitude electrostatic wave propagating at 90° w
respect to an externally imposed magnetic field leads to
generation of a transverse drift ion velocity of definite sig
This effect cannot be explained in the frame of a line
theory. The simplest physical mechanism which can be
voked to explain the appearance of a transverse~to bothk0
andB0) ion drift is the momentum transfer from the prop
gating wave to the resonant ions. Notice that according
our analysis, the resonant ions are those undergoing
transverse Landau damping, that is, satisfying the relat
ship vx'v0 /k0. If a photon associated with an IBW, wit
momentum\k05\k0êx , is absorbed by a resonant ion sp
ralling around the magnetic field, thex component of the ion

FIG. 11. The electron distribution functionf e(x,vx ,vy) is plot-
ted versusvx for vy50 andx corresponding to the center of th
simulation box att50 ~full line!, t564 ~dotted line!, and t5128
~dashed line!.
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momentum,px , increases topx85px1\k0. Here, êx repre-
sents the unitary vector in thex direction. Then the ion orbit
is modified in such a way that its Larmor radius increas
~decreases! at larger~smaller! x displacement from its cente
of gyration, leading to an overall average ion drift in th
negativey direction ~the same result has been found in R
@16# on the basis of an approximated single-particle ana
sis!. In the above picture, it is assumed that the ion gains
momentum\k0 before completing a Larmor orbit~almost
instantaneously!. From a macroscopic point of view, this e
fect can be interpreted as due to a forceFw ~of the second
order in the wave amplitude!, exerted by the IBWs on the
resonant~and, therefore, absorbing! ions and due to the spa
tial variations of the intensity of the incoming electrosta
wave. AnFw3B0 ion drift then arises which in the geometr
that we have considered is directed as2êy . We observe that
the basic nonlinearity due to the deformation~anisotropy! of
the ion trajectory with respect to the~isotropic! circular one
poses an obstacle to the use of the standard quasili
theory to investigate the process of transverse flow gen
tion, since this approach assumes the complete isotrop
the unperturbed particle orbit around the magnetic field@26#.
In addition, the fact that the wavelength is of the same or
of or smaller than the ion Larmor radius is a necessary c
dition, to the flow generation since under such conditions
ions ‘‘see’’ a propagating wave, instead of a dipole field as
l0@rLi .

One important result of our investigation is that during t
wave-plasma interaction, the ion distribution function b
comes strongly distorted preferentially in a velocity ran
which looks directly correlated to the wave phase veloc
thus showing that the momentum transfer from the wave
the ions occurs via a transverse Cherenkov resonance.
process of perpendicular Landau damping and the co
quent ion trapping at the wave phase velocity in the prese
of a magnetic field have been described in Refs.@24,25#, and
later in Ref.@27#, on the basis of a single-particle analysis.
the early papers, the nonlinear behavior of an ion under
action of a lower hybrid wave, in the presence of a unifo
magnetic field, has been investigated by studying the part
trajectories. The objective of the work, and of success
papers@10–12#, was to assess the heating efficiency of ele
trostatic waves beyond the linear approximation, retain
particle trapping effects and exploiting the stochasticity
the ion motion.

The main idea is that, when a magnetized charged par
is acted upon by a finite-amplitude longitudinal wave,
orbit is distorted in a nontrivial way by the applied electr
field. Its effect emerges more evident when the pump am
tude is finite and its wavelength is of the same order of
smaller than the particle Larmor radius. Over a single L
mor orbit, if the wave frequency is appreciably larger th
the cyclotron frequency, Landau damping and the conseq
trapping occurs since pieces of the ion trajectories can
approximated by straight segments, that is ions behave
unmagnetized. Following Ref.@25# we calculate the lower
and upper boundaries of the trapping region in the veloc
space. From the inequalityuv2v0 /k0u,A(a/k0) ~in normal-
5-7
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ized units!, we find that trapping would occur in the rang
3.831023,v,7.231023, which turns out to be a good es
timate of the location and of the extension of theplateauin
Fig. 9. Moreover, the estimate of the maximum ion heat
during one Larmor period@25# as 2(v0 /k0)(a/k0)1/2

'231025, well fits with the corresponding value take
from Fig. 5. An important point is that the numerical integr
tions we have performed show that this regime of interact
is not limited to the first Larmor period, but extends at le
over ten cyclotron orbits, after which a quasistationary st
is achieved.

Observe that some of the consequences of the actual
shape can be hidden if a gyrophase average is perfor
over the particle trajectory, as it is the case when the stan
quasilinear theory is developed. Under such conditio
transverse average particle motions~such as the transvers
drift discussed in this paper! are canceled out.

Finally, our model assumes the spatial uniformity of t
background plasma as well as of the pump amplitude. I
real experiment, the wave intensity is absorbed during
propagation and its spatial distribution~in the x direction in
our model, and in the radial direction in the tokamak geo
etry! develops an inhomogeneity. In this case, the resul
gradient of the IBW intensity when crossing the absorb
plasma region is also at the origin of a~ponderomotive! force
Fpm}2¹E2i êx , which also is expected to drive a transver
ion drift along2êy .

VI. SUMMARY AND OPEN QUESTIONS

The generation of a coherent ion flow due to the inject
of a purely electrostatic wave of finite amplitude propagat
at right angle with the externally imposed uniform magne
field has been investigated by means of a kinetic code wh
solves the fully nonlinear Vlasov equations for electrons a
ions, coupled with the Maxwell equations, in one spatial a
two velocity dimensions. A uniformly magnetized plasm
slab has been considered. The wave frequency has been
sen in the range of the fourth ion cyclotron harmonic, and
wavelength of the order of the thermal ion Larmor radius
order to model the propagation of an ion Bernstein wave

The principal results of this work can be summarized
the following points:

~i! A quasistationary transverse~to both the magnetic field
and pump wave vector! average ion drift velocity is pro-
duced quite independent of the pump frequency and am
tude.

~ii ! Over more than ten-ion cyclotron periods~the full
time interval of our integrations, at which a quasistationa
state is achieved!, the wave-plasma interaction manifests t
features of the particle trapping, characteristic of the
transverse Landau damping, in the velocity range of
wave phase velocity, the width of which turns out to be w
described by the formulaDv'2AeE0 /mik0. It can be con-
sidered as a remnant of the particle trapping in a sligh
magnetized plasma~with v0@vci) when the wave absorp
tion occurs before a full ion Larmor orbit is completed.
the debate about the ‘‘Bernstein-Landau paradox’’@14,15#,
our results show that although we have onlyv0'4vci , the
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transverse Landau damping is the dominant mechanism
wave-plasma coupling, which leads to the effective plas
heating and momentum generation. Our results have im
tant implications on the correct way of determining the ra
of energy and momentum transfer from the pump wave
the plasma, as well as the spatial localization of the inter
tion, as can be easily realized if we think that the well est
lished quasilinear theory for magnetized plasmas does
predict the existence of resonant particles for pure perp
dicular propagation~since we are treating keV ions, we ig
nore the relativistic mass dependence on the particle ve
ity!.

~iii ! Such an interaction producesplateau regions in the
ion distribution functions in bothvx andvy directions, but in
an asymmetric way: population inversion occurs only
negativevy’s, which is at the basis of the apperance of t
transverse ion flow along the negativey axis.

~iv! The nonlinear spectral broadening both in t
frequency and wave vector domains predicted by the
Vlasov approach enriches the physical picture of the wa
plasma interaction. In particular, electrons turn out to
heated due to the nonlinear generation of spectral struct
around the electron cyclotron frequency and its second
monic, while the electron distribution function remain
Gaussian-like.

This scenario gives rise to basic questions which dese
further analysis. First, the present investigation has b
made with a reduced ion-to-electron mass ratio. The ex
sion of the presented physical picture of the wave-plas
interaction to the case withLe51836 needs to be worke
out, and it is the matter of the present study. Indeed,
ion-to-electron mass ratio plays an important role in the l
ear theory of the IBW propagation, in that the dispersi
changes depending on whether the lower hybrid resonan
smaller or larger than the considered cyclotron harmon
The reduced ion mass makes 4vci.v lh , while for the actual
proton mass 4vci,v lh . However, the collisionless absorp
tion mechanism predicted by the linear theory depends
how close to a cyclotron harmonic the wave frequency
and that is exactly the aspect of the wave-plasma interac
we have investigated. Therefore, we do not expect that
use of the reduced ion mass affects the qualitative desc
tion of the wave-plasma coupling physics. Second, the w
propogation at a finite angle with the normal to the magne
field should be considered. This introduces the ion cyclot
damping which is lost at strictly perpendicular propagatio
To this objective, two extra dimensions, one spatial~z! and
one in velocity (vz), should be considered in the code. How
ever, this would require a much larger storage memory
tha data during the computation. Third, spatial gradie
should be allowed for, in order to simulate the actual wa
propagation in a confined plasma. This aspect of the prob
can be studied to a certain extent with a periodic bound
condition code. However, nonperiodic boundary conditio
would allow a more realistic description of the power dep
sition of the excited IBW in a nonuniform plasma.

The model used here, although too simplified for a dir
comparison with the experimental results, has allowed u
investigate the basic kinetic aspects of the interaction of
5-8
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externally driven, purely electrostatic wave with a magn
tized electron-ion plasma. Since the full analysis of
electron-ion plasma, which must resolve both the elect
and the ion time and spatial scales, is extremely time c
suming, the results presented here, although for a redu
ion mass, are a necessary step towards the implementati
simplified models ~as, for example, a massless electr
model! which allow one to use the correct parameter valu
Indeed, a massless electron model, with the physical cor
s

et

s

s

al
ic
p-

.
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ion mass value, is under development starting from the
sults presented in this paper.
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